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1. Brandon Willard longs for a close-knit extended family,

and yet it is the people in the community who become
his key allies. Do you have people outside of blood relatives you consider to be “family”?

2. Slow Way Home addresses custodial rights of grand

parents. Should grandparents have a legal right for
custody of their grandchildren? What are your feelings
about the legal system upholding custodial rights of
parents when abuse or abandonment are involved?

3. Throughout the novel, Brandon is searching for a place

to call home. Do you think he ever found it? What is
your definition of home?

4. Sophie, Brandon’s mother, repeatedly tells Brandon that

she loves him. How do you think Sophie would
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describe love? What obstacles do you think the “working poor” have today as single parents?
5. Do you think that Brandon’s grandparents, Pearl and

A.B., fled with Brandon to protect him or to satisfy the
guilt over their failure with Sophie? Do Pearl and A.B.
ever come to terms with their past mistakes? Does
Brandon help Sophie come to terms with her own past?

6. How does Sister Delores’s church in Abbeville differ

from Brother Bradley’s church in Raleigh? How did
Pearl come to terms with the crisis in her faith?

7. Why did Brandon’s friend Beau need to gain accep-

tance from Mama Rose and her son Alvin? Did Beau
ever come to terms with Alvin’s role in burning God’s
Hospital?

8. Racism is portrayed in the novel as both overt, such as

Alvin’s role in the Ku Klux Klan, and hidden, as in the
case with A.B.’s concern about Brandon attending a
minority church. What changed A.B.’s attitude toward
Sister Delores? Which type of racism do you see in
your own community?

9. When Sister Delores visits Brandon at the foster home

he tries to kiss her, but she pulls away from him and
cautiously watches the neighbor across the street.
Why do you think Sister Delores responded in such
a manner?

10. When Brandon goes to live with Gina Strickland, he

enters a world he has never known, one of wealth and
privilege. In what ways does Brandon help Gina come
to terms with her own past?
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11. Gina Strickland joins forces with Brandon’s attorney,

Nairobi, and together they lobby to reduce Pearl and
A.B.’s sentences. What long-term effects do you believe
this allegiance had on Gina’s politics? How would you
describe Nairobi’s relationship with Brandon given the
issue of race and the culture of the early 1970s?

12. Winston and Brandon first meet at a party manners

school hosted by an aging socialite. What impact did
this training have on Brandon? Do you think such a
school was part of the Old South, or do you believe the
formal training still has a place in today’s society
regardless of region?

13. Esther, Gina Strickland’s longtime housekeeper, is

extremely allegiant to Gina’s welfare. Do you think the
relationship went beyond that of class structure, or was
it merely based on the way Esther viewed her job as
caretaker? How would you describe Esther’s relationship with Gina?

14. At the end of the novel, what do you think will happen

to the section of the farm that Brandon purchased?
Where do you envision him taking Pearl?

15. According to the latest census, 2.5 million grandparents

are raising grandchildren in the United States. What
are some of the benefits that such a household can provide? Are there drawbacks to grandparents raising their
grandchildren? What type of impact does this have on
the children, the grandparents, and the community in
general?
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